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Abbreviated periodical titles: 
AlA; American lournal of Archeology 
DOP: Dumbarton Oaks Papers 
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POSTSCRIPT 
As has been mentioned at the beginning, the present 
publication forms only the first half of the entire project of 
mine: it will be completed with a few more chapters. 
The forthcoming second part of Polyphonia Visibilis will 
begin with the first excursion to Oriental art: the subject of 
study will be En g i ' e (pictures describing the origins of holy 
sites, temples, or shrines) and Sankei Mandara (Pilgrim's 
Mandara) in the late medieval and early modern art in Japan. 
The next chapter will deal with the changing notion of time 
from Lessing to Bergson and the artistic development parallel to 
the philosophy and literary criticism in the nineteenth century; 
this chapter will be followed by the second Oriental excursion, 
discussing specifically the adaptation of the Chinese subject 
matter of Eight Views of Hsiao and Hsiang by the Japanese and 
the consequent transformation of the original visual/narrative 
structure. 
The last chapter, which is to be titled From Poetry to Music, 
will be devoted, as has been mentioned before, to the study of 
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It is, however, --> It, however, is 
only appropriate to --> appropriate only to 
signs or marks --> signs and marks 
Fenelon --> F~nelon; Felibien --> Felibien 
sotries --> stories 
since latest studies . --> since the latest studies 
determines --> determine 
Societe --> Societe; Brussel --> Brussels 
quatrieme --> quatrieme 
devoted to temporality --> devoted to the temporality 
research on --> research on the 
beyong --> beyond 
middle ground --> middle ground 
lit in a spot light --> lit by a spot light 
14 pillaster --> pilaster 
different from them --> different from the previous ones 
metaphrically --> metaphorically 
. ZurDarstellung --> Zur Darstellung 
Landscaftsmalerei --> Landschaftsmalerei 
Francois --> Franyois 
~ttension --> attention 
Delete: it assumes that even in simultaneous in its entirety 
Francois --> Fran90is 
in the 5 section. --> in section 5 of the Odyssey Landscape. 



















































Francois --> Franyois 
the archetypal model the papyrus roll_ illustration be done by 
--> the archetypal model be papyrus roll illustration done by 
frank --> flank 
Weitzmann had previously proposed 
--> Weitzmann previously proposed 
Horfseall --> Horsefall 
the other literary works. --> their literary works. 
had been in the ancient --> had been practiced in the ancient 
were superimposed in --> were superimposed above 
the space occupied --> the page space occupied 
rather than by a --> rather than by an 
as the are --> as they are 
without the sculptural quality --> without sculptural quality 
proposed in the preceding part. --> already proposed. 
ennaratio per topia --> Ulixis errationes per topia 
83: Von Blanckenhage. "The Odyssey Frieze." 120. 
recognizes --> recognize 
what would have been --> What would have been 
different voice --> different voices 
We must be now --> We must now 
a painting like poetry --> painting like poetry 
represen-tation --> representation 
of the second century A. D. --> around A.D.200 
Add to the quotation from Vitruvius: pinguntur enim portus, promunturia, 
litora, flumina, fontes, euripi, fana, lud, montes, pecora, pastores 
ceteraque, ... 
Del et e : :the synchronization ...... separated in time. 
square a format --> a square format 
a mirror image of the linguist's --> a mirror image the linguist's 
Acoording --> According 
must be not a long continuous --> must not be a long continuous 
Add: 123ff. 
Der Wiener Genesis --> Wiener Genesis 
Bosoreale --> Boscoreale 
Roman mythological paintings --> Roman mythological landscape 
paintings 
105 3 nineth century --> ninth century 
106 14 and n.138 Narkiss --> Narkis 
111 1 Delete all: 
Add at the end: Flight into Egypt. Thus. quite contrary to the extensive cyclic 
illustration of the Gospel text such as seen in the Florentine 
119 5 tetraevangiIe --> tetraevan gile 
9 Erganzung --> Erganzung 
---- . 
